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WIND TURBINE TESTING



Advanced Monitoring & Testing



Engineering for wind power. Try ARESSE as your technological partner.



See our Accreditations














Laboratory for 
wind turbine tests

Check the different scopes of IEC and IECRE standards that we can carry out.




  


Laboratory for 
wind turbine tests

Check the different scopes of IEC and IECRE standards that we can carry out.
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Engineering
consultancy 

We are highly specialized in dynamics, vibrations and acoustics.




 


Engineering
consultancy 

We are highly specialized in dynamics, vibrations and acoustics.
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Software and cloud 
monitoring tools

We have developped our own acquisition and cloud monitoring tools.




 


Software and cloud 
monitoring tools

We have developped our own acquisition and cloud monitoring tools.
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OUR SERVICES


Engineering and Test Laboratory Company


We are a Test Lab and engineering services company specialized in providing solutions to optimize the behaviour of systems and components.

Based in Navarra, Spain, and supported by local capital, since 2005 Aresse has been developing a wide range of services mainly focused on the wind energy market.

Nowadays Aresse is able to predict, measure, validate and optimize the performance in terms of power, dynamic noise and vibration of any kind of complex electro mechanical systems
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OUR VALUES


We believe in a sustainable, green and quiet world.

We believe that innovation and technology are the more powerful tools to translate our skills and knowledge to the companies which are building products of this environment.








Our clients earn from us Precision, Flexibility and Know-how
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You can benefit from hiring an engineering which is also accredited as a testing laboratory, with the advantages of both worlds, to adapt our services to your needs.








OUR EXPERIENCE IN NUMBERS


Our deep experience with customers from different areas












Years of experience



15+






Countries worldwide



20+






Tests carried out



200+
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OUR COMMITMENT WITH CUSTOMERS


Aresse commits to continue developing 
testing & operational technology, knowledge and services of high quality applicable to any system or component in the fields of:



	Structural health monitoring
	Dynamics
	Vibroacoustic design and validation
	Power




In this process we will be willing to cooperate with people of the same passion for the technology as we feel, customers avid to develop more sustainable products and strategic partners moving in the same direction.
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ARESSE can be your technological partner: accurate testing and monitoring can help take your business to the next level



Iñigo López-Cebrián


CEO of Aresse Engineering
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OUR CLIENTS


They have trusted us
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GOVERNMENT SUPPORT


Public Founds Support
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Esta empresa ha recibido una ayuda cofinanciada al 100% con recursos REACT UE, a través del Programa Operativo FEDER 2014-2020 de Navarra, del Objetivo Específico "OE REACT UE 2. Apoyo a las inversiones que contribuyan a la transición hacia una economía digital".
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Esta empresa ha recibido una ayuda cofinanciada al 40% por el Fondo Europeo de Desarrollo Regional a través del Programa Operativo FEDER 2021-2027 de Navarra
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Aresse Engineering

Testing and Monitoring Company






Pol. Ind. Berrianz, Calle C, Nave 101

31013

Berriozar (Navarra)











Help center











Call us
 +34 948287668




 E-mail
 general@aresse.com
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